
 

 

 

 

 

EXHIBIT B 

Students for Justice in Palestine (SJP) Complaint 



Dear Members of the Tufts Community Union Senate, 

This is an official written complaint against the TCU Judiciary 2020-2021 Members regarding a 
breach of Article III, Section D 4 a in the TCU Constitution.  

We, members of the TCU, are writing to formalize a complaint about the TCU Judiciary and 
demand an investigation be done due to violation of the clause previously stated and ask for a 
disciplinary hearing for the Judiciary.  We firmly believe that the TCU J has violated the clause 
by not recusing a member in the voting and process of the referendum proposed by Students 
for Justice in Palestine (SJP) in Fall 2020.  

While no member in the TCU J is a member of SJP, there is a member in TCU J who has made 
explicitly biased statements against SJP and its campaign’s efforts—thus, creating an 
environment where one cannot be objective on the referendum matter which required a binding 
vote. This member at large, Max Price has directly condemned the Deadly Exchange 
Campaign, spoken to outside news outlets about President Monaco’s decision to condemn 
SJP’s award for the collaboration award they received in Spring 2020, and holds a position as 
the Tufts Friends of Israel (FOI) President, a group that was heavily involved in the creation of 
Real Reform—an opposition group to the referendum. Max conversed with SJP and asked SJP 
to change the wording of their referendum multiple times as he was biased under the facade of 
serving as a regular non-biased TCU Judiciary member.  

Max should have been recused from participating in the referendum process for SJP since the 
beginning.  This recusion request was not the responsibility of SJP but the TCU J as they are 
aware of their own constitution. However, even after SJP asked for Max to be recused, he 
refused.  From the beginning, Max’s lack of recusal made SJP’s referendum process longer 
than usual, made SJP subject to more criticism than the TREE referendum received (TREEs 
referendum was also approved before SJPs, even though they started their process after), put 
SJP in direct danger of being doxxed, and corruption in the student government.  

Here are specific examples where the TCU J’s violation of Article III Section D Clause 4A 
negatively impacted the referendum process: 

On November 6, SJP presented four options for the referendums wording to the Judiciary. Both 
groups together revised and compromise on a potential referendum.  The body met again 
independently to vote on it, and, without SJP present, voted against it due to “newly discovered 
misinformation” which SJP found out from a member of the TCU J, that it was Max who 
presented this information. SJP sent more resources and a detailed response refuting their 
claims, again asked TCU J to recuse Max after SJP members re-read the Constitution and 
found he should be recused, and asked them to reconsider.  

SJP and TCU Judiciary members scheduled to meet on Wednesday to discuss. That evening, 
SJP had an event with Eran Efrati, a former IDF soldier and current director of Researching the 
American-Israeli Alliance (RAIA), who has now spent 10 years as an investigative researcher for 
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these trips. SJP members believed that Eran’s insight would be particularly useful because SJP 
and the TCU J were going back and forth on the term “military-lead” and Eran’s personal 
experience as an IDF soldier who has attended these delegations would be useful.  SJP invited 
the Judiciary to this event to clear up their confusion, and when they specifically stated that they 
were not available during the set time of the event, SJP asked both parties if Eran could briefly 
join the Judiciary meeting before his event with SJP.  SJP also requested that Max not be 
present at the meeting nor involved in influencing the opinions of other members of the J. In 
response, the TCU J emailed back stating that Eran’s presence was reason for Max to be in 
attendance should be allowed to attend so it was fair game under the, “ mutual understanding 
that bias should not be present.”  
 
However, the TCU J members then invited someone they considered to be a “fellow expert” to 
the meeting who violated exactly that understanding—exclusively espousing views based on 
bias against our campaign throughout the meeting that was irrelevant to the specific wording 
that the Judiciary was concerned with. SJP was not given advance notice of this person’s 
attendance and background (see the attached email at 7:35, while SJP members were in the 
zoom waiting room since 7:30), as SJP would have in all likelihood refused to attend this 
meeting due to safety risks that often comes along with pro-Palestine organizing. 
 
The TCU J’s “expert,” Joshua Washington, was unaware of the intent of the meeting, the 
context of the Judiciary’s task in making the question “fair,” and had not even seen our 
referendum questions prior to his attendance at the meeting. These facts indicate that 
Washington’s attendance at this meeting was an unorganized final attempt to sabotage SJP’s 
referendum.  It is also clear Joshua Washington was sent the link last minute, meaning he could 
not have gone through the necessary process of registering with the University to attend the 
meeting. If he had, we are certain that the Allocations Board (ALBO) would have voted down his 
attendance because his outspoken views against BLM and the issue at hand mark him as both 
a seriously biased “expert” and a proud far-right advocate. Washington has no relevant 
experience or knowledge about the “counterterrorism” trainings in question, and is a music 
teacher by profession. His attendance at the meeting was unauthorized and dangerous as he 
has our names and faces now: immediately after the meeting, Mr. Washington took to social 
media to slander both SJP and the TCU, as seen in photos attached and released a video of the 
names and faces of students without their consent on YouTube, Twitter, and Facebook, which 
all Senators were forwarded and this video  was recorded illegally without our consent. Dean 
Nandi Bynoe assisted SJP in removing the video in mid-November as it was illegally recorded 
and a huge breach of Student Government, but it was also recently posted to the Tufts Class of 
2021 page after Mr. Washington re-posted it.  
 
In this example, we have strong reason to believe this zoom bomb was organized by the same 
member of the Judiciary, Max, who has a conflict of interest as the Tufts Friends of Israel 
E-Board President and has made public statements condemning SJP and our campaign to End 
the Deadly Exchange. We also found out from another Judiciary member that Max sent the link 
to Joshua.  
 



We strongly believe the Judiciary member who invited Joshua to zoom bomb and put SJP in 
danger should lose their seat and have more disciplinary actions taken towards them, because 
SJP was doxxed by right wing individuals online due to the fault of the Judiciary to not recuse 
this member in the beginning of the process. Furthermore, all other Judiciary members who 
agreed to be held accountable.  
 
Second, the lack of recusal for Max led to corruption within the Judiciary. An opposition to our 
referendum called Real Reform At Tufts was created with information that only Max would have 
known-- including information about the public safety trip to Canada, which the J told us they 
requested from ; and the fact that signatures were collected before the final 
language was approved. Only ECOM and the J were aware of these things because ECOM was 
the group who approved SJP and TREE to collect their signatures before it was approved from 
the J (since they were taking a long time). Thus, only the J would be aware of the final 
language. Max also liked multiple posts and comments from this account.  We strongly believe a 
member of a supposedly impartial body should not be aiding and helping to lead an opposition 
campaign to a referendum that they had the power to interfere with. Lastly, the Times of Israel 
(where Joshua Washington is employed) wrote in this article that the TCU President,  

, joined a J meeting she was uninvited to, which only Max or other members of the 
Judiciary present would have known and been able to leak to the website. 
 
These examples clearly demonstrate that Max’s refusal to officially recuse since the beginning, 
and fully recuse after we asked are a blatant violation of TCU J policy and TCU Constitution 
Article III Section 4 D A and led to corruption within the TCU student government. We ask that 
the Senate investigate our claims fully at their meeting this upcoming Sunday and vote on 
impeaching members of the J who are found to be in violation of the TCU Constitution.  
 
Thank you for considering this request, 
SJP 
 
Attached are the relevant screenshots where we first ask for Max to be recused and what 
happened following.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


















